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ABSTRACT

In this study, upper limb Echo-Colour-Doppler venous exam was carried out in patients with no clinical evidence of oedema, who had previously undergone monolateral breast cancer surgery. Deep and superficial veins of compared arms were explored and their sizes measured.

During the evaluation, an asymmetrical calibre of cephalic veins was noticed in most cases, due to the increase of the homolateral side, and consequently it was decided to focus the attention on these measurements, and to compare them to the lymphoscintigraphy previously carried out, in order to investigate an eventual correlation.

So far, this study has highlighted how the asymmetry of cephalic veins seems to have a correlation with the results of the lymphoscintigraphy both in lymphadenectomy and in sentinel node biopsy.

INTRODUCTION

It is known that when lymphatic vessels are in difficulty, veins do not remain indifferent (increase of the calibre and the flow) as a kind of twinning exists between them and with this awareness, it was decided to analyze the venous system behaviour in subclinical stage after monolateral breast cancer surgery.

After the evaluation of the calibre of bilateral superficial and deep veins by Echo-Colour-Doppler exam, the attention was focused on the cephalic vein, due to its different homolateral behaviour compared to other veins.

The compared calibre of cephalic veins was measured, analyzed and compared to the results of the lymphoscintigraphies carried out in all patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was carried out in three phases:

1st. The patient laid supine on the bed (back at 30°) and with arms alongside the body, the physiotherapist measured and marked the compared upper limbs, and the lymphologist measured the compared calibre of superficial and deep veins by Echo-Colour-Doppler (Sonoline Antares 7.5 MHz probe) at the end of expiration.

During this investigation the following results were noted:

– sometimes a symmetry of all superficial and deep veins,
– sometimes an asymmetry of cephalic veins, due to homolateral increase, and at the same time the symmetry or asymmetry of basilica veins and the symmetry of deep veins.

2nd. Following this preliminary evaluation, the attention was focused on the calibre of the cephalic vein due to its behaviour, and as it resulted very easy to follow in all its course, above all in the arm and it was then decided to measure the calibre of compared cephalic veins.

The focus point of the study was not the absolute calibre (and hhe measure of flow), but only the compared one.

Using the above-mentioned method of evaluation, the compared calibre of cephalic veins of 56 patients were measured.

Patient characteristics:

– females aged 25-60 years,
– 45 monolateral axillary lymphadenectomy patients and 15 monolateral sentinel node biopsy patients, who had undergone surgery between 3-18 months before examination,
– all sub-clinical stages.

The following results were noted in sentinel node biopsy:

– a symmetry in 46% of the cases (photo 1),
– an asymmetry, due to a homolateral increase of the calibre, in 54% of the cases (photo 2).

The following results were noted in lymphadenectomy:

– a symmetry in 23% of the cases (photo 3),
– an asymmetry, due to homolateral increase of the calibre, in 77% of the cases (photo 4).

The precise meaning of the symmetry or the asymmetry was the point in question.
At this point it was decided to compare the Echo-Colour-Doppler findings with the lymphoscintigraphy exam in order to better understand. All patients had undergone lymphoscintigraphy performed in the Nuclear Department of Santa Maria Hospital in Terni (bilateral subcutaneous injections of 99mTc nanosized colloids in interdigital space, 185 MBq-2,035mBSv) the results of which were: homolateral slower radiotracer flow (initial dermal-back flow and/or stops along the arm) or no slower radiotracer flow. It was also decided to compare the symmetry or asymmetry to surgical side (right or left).

RESULTS

Sentinel lymph node biopsy

The symmetry of cephalic veins (54%) always corresponded to normal exam (photo 5), while the asymmetry (46%), due to homolateral increase, corresponded to slower radiotracer flow in 100% of the cases (photo 6).
On comparing the surgical side it was noted:
– in the cases of symmetry, right side in 33% of the cases and left side in 67% of the cases; all patients were right handed,
– in the cases of homolateral increased, right side in 50% of the cases and left side in 50% of the cases; all patients were right handed.

**Lymphadenectomy**

The symmetry (23%) corresponded to no slower radiotracer flow in 67% of the cases and slower radiotracer flow in 33% of the cases (photo 7), while in the cases of asymmetry (77%) due to homolateral increased size, a slower radiotracer flow was present in 100% of the cases (photo 8).

On comparing the surgical side it was noted:
– in the cases of symmetry, right side in 50% of the cases and left side in 50% of the cases; all patients were right handed,
– in the case of homolateral increase, right side in 21% and left side in 79% of the cases; all patients were right handed.

In this study the side of surgery (right or left) was not relevant as in the cases of right side in right-handed patients, no heavy activities or sports were carried out.

**CONCLUSION**

It is known that when lymphatic vessels are in difficulty, veins do not remain indifferent (increase of the calibre and the flow) as a kind of twinning exists between them and with this awareness it was decided to analyze the venous system behaviour in subclinical stage after monolateral breast cancer surgery.

In this study the size of compared cephalic veins was measured by Echo-Colour-Doppler exam in patients with no clinical evidence of oedema, who have undergone monolateral breast cancer surgery. and it was decided to focus the attention on these measurements, and to compare them to the lymphoscintigraphy previously carried out, in order to investigate an eventual correlation.

The results highlight how the increase of the calibre (and the flow) of homolateral cephalic vein seems to have a correlation with the results of the lymphoscintigraphy.

Further investigation is required in order to understand the meaning of changes in the calibre of the cephalic vein size in the ambit of subclinical stage, but a consideration has to be made: in both situations, sentinel node biopsy and lymphadenectomy, a homolateral increase of calibre of cephalic vein always corresponds to slower radiotracer flow (100% of the cases).

It is known that lymphoscintigraphy allows the identification of patients at risk of oedema onset, those who present slower radiotracer flow, which might not otherwise be identified, but it is possible that the homolateral increase of the cephalic vein could help to identify those patients who present a potential risk.

The confirm of this hypothesis, in the ambit of primary prevention, would be very interesting, as this measurement process is simple, fast and, above all, economical.
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ABSTRACT

Lymphedema is a common chronic and progressive condition after cancer treatment. Lymph node dissection and radiation therapy required for oncological treatment put cancer patients at high risk for secondary lymphedema. Patients with breast cancer, pelvic tumors and cancers of the limb, especially melanomas and sarcomas, meet this profile.

Autologous lymph nodes transplantation is an anatomical reconstruction of the lymphatic system and can severely improve quality of life for patients affected with this condition. The lymphatic flap can be dissected at three different donor sites: the inguinal, lateral thoracic and cervical regions.

Indications of the procedure based on clinical and radiological data are discussed. The operative techniques are reviewed, and some results presented. Microbiological evidence to support this procedure is analyzed. In the specific group of breast cancer patients, enlarged abdominal flaps can simultaneously reconstruct the missing breast and treat lymphedema.

Combination with other procedures, like lymphovenous anastomosis, excisions for grade 4 lymphedemas (elephantiasis), and external liposuction for lipoedema are possible.

Key words: breast cancer, lymphedema, lymph node dissection, radiotherapy, VGEF-c, lymphangiogenesis, TRAM, DIEP, SIEA.

INTRODUCTION

Lymphedema is the result of a disruption of the lymphatic transport system, leading to accumulation of protein-rich lymph fluid in the interstitial space. The accumulation of edematous fluid manifests as the soft and pitting edema seen in early lymphedema. Progression to nonpitting and irreversible growth of the extremity is thought to be the result of two mechanisms. First, the accumulation of lymph fluid leads to an inflammatory response, which causes increased fibrocyte activation. Second, fat deposition occurs when malfunctioning lymphatics are unable to transport fat molecules effectively. Clinically, patients develop firm subcutaneous tissue, progressing to overgrowth and fibrosis. Lymphedema is a common chronic and progressive condition after cancer treatment. The reported incidence of lymphedema varies due to different methods of assessment, long follow-up required for diagnosing lymphedema, and lack of patient education regarding lymphedema. In a 20 years follow-up of breast cancer patients, 49% of patients reported sensation of lymphedema and 13% (33 of 263 women) had augmented measures of the affected arm. The incidence of lymphedema after breast cancer treatment ranges from 24% to 49% after mastectomy, and 4% to 28% after lumpectomy. Patients requiring more extensive breast cancer treatment with axillary node dissection and radiation have the greatest risk for development of lymphedema. However, even less extensive dissection and removal of few lymph nodes for sentinel lymph node biopsy is associated with a 5% to 7% incidence of upper extremity lymphedema.

The incidence of lymphedema after treatment of other malignancies is reported as: 16% with melanoma, 20% with gynecologic cancers, 10% with genitourinary cancers, 4% with head and neck cancers, and 30% with sarcoma. Patients requiring pelvic dissection and radiation therapy for treatment of cancer malignancies have a reported lymphedema rate of 22% and 31%, respectively. Other risk factors for developing lymphedema after cancer treatment are obesity, infection, and trauma. Tissue changes and lymphostasis result in increased susceptibility to infection in the lymphedematous extremity. Clinically, patients may develop cellulitis from minor trauma that would otherwise be insignificant in a normal extremity. Frequent infections due to lymphedema are known as acute inflammatory episodes (AIE) and may require hospitalization for treatment with intravenous antibiotics. Each episode further damages the lymphatic channels and perpetuates a vicious cycle. Patients with repeated AIE may need lifelong antibiotic prophylaxis. A recent study found that 25.5% of breast cancer patients undergoing lymph node dissection developed subsequent erysipelas. Lymphangitis is an inflammation of the lymphatic channels that occurs in response to a distal infection such as paronychia, an insect bite, or secondary infections on inter-digital spaces. Lymphangiosarcoma is a rare malignant tumor that occurs in long-standing cases of lymphedema. The sarcoma first appears as an ecchymotic mark, a purplish discolorization, or a tender skin nodule in the extremity, typically on the anterior surface. It progresses to an ulcer with
crusting, and finally to extensive necrosis involving the skin and subcutaneous tissue. It metastasizes quickly. Stewart-Treves syndrome (STS), defined as angiosarcoma arising from post-mastectomy lymphedema, has an extremely poor prognosis, with an overall mortality rate of 70-90% even after limb amputation (median survival of 19 months). (Figure 1) Conservative lymphedema therapy is the backbone for providing symptomatic improvement of lymphedema and may slow the progression of the disease. Multiple layers of short elastic bandages are wrapped around the limb to try to push the liquid upstream. Customized compression garments are subsequently placed. Decongestive lymphatic therapy is prescribed for life. The major drawbacks of conservative treatment are: time consuming, labor intensive, requires specialized therapists, and requires dedication from the patient. In addition, insurance companies will cover therapists for bandaging and massage therapy only for an allotted number of sessions per year, requiring the patient to pay for extra sessions. While some patients might have good results with conservative therapy, another group of patients will have a total blockage of the lymph drainage pathways, due to the surgical removal of lymph nodes and scarring from radiotherapy needed for oncological treatment.

In these patients, lymphoscintigraphy will show no regional lymphatic uptake of the distally injected radioactive marker. More recently, magnetic resonance lymphography (MRL) with T2 weighted imaging allows visualization of the lymphatic system anatomy with greater sensitivity, without need of any injection. Surgical options for lymphedema treatment fall into two broad categories: debulking procedures and physiologic procedures. Debunking procedures may involve elliptical wedge excision of excess skin and subcutaneous tissue from an extremity or liposuction. Wedge excision of tissue can provide immediate symptomatic relief to a patient with severe lymphedema. Liposuction is another effective modality for removing excess fat deposition found in lipoedema formed as a result of abnormal lymphatic transport. Intense compressive garments are necessary life-long. Complications of debulking procedures may be chronic wounds, infection, widened scars, hematoma, skin necrosis, damage to remaining lymphatics, and worsening of the lymphedema.

Physiologic procedures are the lymphatic system reconstructions by free autologous lymph nodes transplantations (ALNT). The nodes replace the removed lymphatic tissue, bridging the lymphatic pathways thru the scarred tissue. VGEF-c produced at the lymphnodes promotes lymphangiogenesis to reconnect the distal and proximal systems. Lymphovenous anastomoses (LVAs) are effective in early stages of lymphedema. They remain patent if the pressure in the lymphatic system is higher than in the venous system. Lympholymphatic grafts have important donor site morbidity, and the procedure is technically challenging and time consuming. For each patient, combinations of theses procedures might be indicated to achieve better results.

**SURGICAL TREATMENT IN SECONDARY LYMPHEDEMA**

Secondary lymphedemas are common in oncologic treatment, especially after lymph node dissection and radiotherapy. Cancers whose treatments are commonly associated with lymphedema include breast cancer, pelvic tumors (i.e., enlarged hysterectomies and prostatectomies), Hodgkin’s tumors, sarcoma, and melanoma. Alternatively, lymphedema may also be caused by non-oncologic procedures such as saphenous vein removal, hernia repair, thigh lifts or internal liposuction. Lymphedema resistant to conservative therapy, pain or signs of brachial plexus neuropathy and chronic infections are the preferred indications for ALNT.
If conservative treatment fails to bring satisfactory, long-lasting results and MRL or lymphoscintigraphy demonstrate an absence of drainage by regional lymph nodes in the affected limb, ALNT could be performed to replace the missing lymphatic tissue. Liberation of the scar tissue and replacement with vascularized non-irradiated tissue can treat neuromas, and stop the progression of the paresis in the plexus neuropathies. Chronic infections are also a major indication for LNT because of the immunological functions of the lymph nodes. In breast cancer reconstruction patients, it is possible to enlarge the superficial inferior epigastric vessels (SIEA) or the deep inferior epigastric vessels (free TRAM or DIEP). To harvest the nodes, the incisions of the abdominal flap must be lowered to the level of the iliac crest, including the inguinal lymph node flap previously described (subcutaneous tissue containing the nodes, vascularized by the circumflex iliac vessels). If the microsurgical Anastomoses of the flap are made to the internal mammary vessels, the lymph node extension should be harvested at the opposite side of the pedicle. If the flap is reattached at the thoracodorsal system, the nodes can be harvested at the same side. The lymph node flap should be placed in the axillar region. It has to be inserted around the axillary vein, where the lymphatic tissue was first resected. The need for a second set of anastomosis will be assessed during surgery. SPY imaging can used intra-operatively to evaluate the perfusion of the transferred nodes. LVAs can be performed in the proximal and/or distal regions of the limb, depending on indication (elevated pressure in the lymphatic system). PDE is a mapping device of the superficial lymphatic pathways, useful to determine the locations of the LVAs. These are performed under big magnification, with 11-0 or 12-0 (where available) nylon sutures. One year after ALNT, after the excessive fluid is drained from the limb, fat macromolecules deposited by the long-standing lymphedema can maintain an augmented girth of the limb. This is known as lipoedema. A selective liposuction to the external aspect of the arm can help to remove this entrapped fat.

OPERATIVE TECHNIQUE

Autologous lymph node transplantation for upper limb lymphedema

The dissection starts at the axillary region. The fibrosis is dissected and the thoracodorsalis vessels are identified. Vascular branches, with suitable sizes for micro anastomosis, are prepared. If a neuroma is encountered or chronic pain and palsy are present, external neurolysis is performed. The thoracobrachial space must be decompressed. The extension of the flap needed is estimated. Three different lymph nodes flap can be transferred. The superficial inguinal lymph node flap starts with an incision performed over a line located between the iliac crest and the pubis. The length of the incision depends on the flap size needed to fill the defect. The subcutaneous tissue is incised to the depth of the fascia cruriformis, where a superficial diagonal vein can be found. The fatty tissue located deeper to this superficial fascia and superficially to the muscular aponevrosis contains lymph nodes that can be transferred based on the circumflex iliac vessels. This pedicle can be dissected and the flap can be elevated around the isolated vessels. Inferiorly, the inguinal crest is a very important limit of the dissection, and preserving the deep lymph nodes is very important to prevent secondary lymphedema at the donor site. The flap is then transferred to the recipient site at the axilla, with microsurgical technique.

Autologous lymph node transplantation for lower limb lymphedema

In the lower limb, the surgical procedure is the inguinal equivalent to the previously described. The donor sites are normally the lateral thoracic region and, rarely, the cervical region. The ALNT for secondary lymphedema of the lower limb is similar to the one described for congenital lymphedemas, further in this same issue.

Enlarged abdominal flaps

The inguinal lymph nodes flap can be incorporated to the flap of the adjacent skin and fat on the lower part of the abdomen, based on the superficial inferior epigastric vessels (SIEA) or the deep inferior epigastric vessels (free TRAM or DIEP). To harvest the nodes, the incisions of the abdominal flap must be lowered to the level of the iliac crest, including the inguinal lymph node flap previously described (subcutaneous tissue containing the nodes, vascularized by the circumflex iliac vessels). If the microsurgical Anastomoses of the flap are made to the internal mammary vessels, the lymph node extension should be harvested at the opposite side of the pedicle. If the flap is reattached at the thoracodorsal system, the nodes can be harvested at the same side. The lymph node flap should be placed in the axillar region. It has to be inserted around the axillary vein, where the lymphatic tissue was first resected. The need for a second set of anastomosis will be assessed during surgery. SPY imaging can used intra-operatively to evaluate the perfusion of the transferred nodes. LVAs can be performed in the proximal and/or distal regions of the limb, depending on indication (elevated pressure in the lymphatic system). PDE is a mapping device of the superficial lymphatic pathways, useful to determine the locations of the LVAs. These are performed under big magnification, with 11-0 or 12-0 (where available) nylon sutures. One year after ALNT, after the excessive fluid is drained from the limb, fat macromolecules deposited by the long-standing lymphedema can maintain an augmented girth of the limb. This is known as lipoedema. A selective liposuction to the external aspect of the arm can help to remove this entrapped fat.

COMPLICATIONS AND CONCERNS

Lymphocele on the donor site can be avoided with the use of a drain on the initial post-operative period (48h) and local compression. If the deep lymph nodes beyond the inguinal ligament or in the axilla are not disturbed, no iatrogenic lymphedema of the donor limb should be noted. Local infections and delayed wound healing are rare, even in irradiated tissues. The autologous lymph node flap is a buried flap. Flap monitoring is difficult. Vascular thrombosis is believed to occur in 2% of the cases, in which no improvement is perceived. For enlarged flaps, thrombosis will lead to exploration of anastomoses, and eventually flap loss. When 2 sets of anastomoses are performed, the ALNT part of the flap can remain viable. After external liposuction for lipoedema, temporary hematoma can be present, without any harmful consequence for the patient.

CLINICAL OUTCOMES

On a series of more than 1,500 patients operated in 20 years, with stage 1,2 and 3 lymphedemas (International Society of Lymphology), 98% of patients present some degree of improvement, and 40% of the stages 1 or 2 lymphedemas have complete remission and do not need additional physiotherapy treatment. Follow-up of at least 3 years are included. Elephantiasis is never completely healed and patients will still need physiotherapy. 95% refer some kind of amelioration. Only 2% of patients keep having infection episodes. In the lower limb, results will depend on the longevity of the lymphedema and the presence of fibrotic tissue. Bilateral
lymphedemas will have worst outcomes. Generally, the patients do lose 2 cm/months, and this during 2 years, progressively. The results are better for short duration and less severe lymphedemas. In moderate cases, MRL shows new lymphatic pathways, with effective lymph drainage. Even the long-standing lymphedema (over 15y) can show some improvement. When neuromas of the intercostal nerves are encountered, neurolysis and removal of surgical clips is effective, achieving pain-relief in 98% of patients. For brachial plexus neuropathies, neurolysis of the nerves and coverage with a non-irradiated, well-vascularized tissue (ALNT or enlarged abdominal flap) will be effective in 75% of patients. These patients experience less pain and palsy stabilization. Although sensation can be recovered the 2 following years, motor recovery is rare, and can only be expected in young patients. Tendon transfers can be beneficial for some of these patients later on their follow-up.

CONCLUSION

The lymph nodes transplantation is a good alternative to treat secondary lymphedema. The lymph nodes bridge the imposed lymphatic system defect and produce VGEF-c that stimulates lymphatic regeneration. Rate of infection episodes dramatically improves. Improvements can be seen in almost every patient. Wedge excisions in elephantiasis are sometimes needed to avoid mycosis in the deep folds, and permits bandaging. External local liposuction can be added, after LNT, to remove the excess of remaining fat in long duration lymphedemas. The enlarged abdominal flap is an elegant option to simultaneously treat lymphedema and reconstruct the breast.
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MICROSURGICAL LYMPHATIC-VENOUS MULTIPLE ANASTOMOSES:
INDICATIONS AND CLINICAL OUTCOME
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ABSTRACT
Authors report their experience in the treatment of lymphatic disorders by microsurgical techniques based on histological and immunological and pathological findings. Microsurgical method consisted in multiple lymphatic-venous anastomoses (LVA). In all patients lymphatic and lymphnodal tissues were sent for histological assessment, together with specimen of the interstitial matrix. Diagnostic investigations consisted in venous duplex scan and lymphoscintigraphy. Results were assessed clinically by volumetry performed pre-operatively and post-operatively at 3-6 months and once a year for at least 5 years. The outcome obtained in treating lymphedemas at different stages was analyzed in terms of volume reduction, stability of results with time, reduction of dermato-lymphangio-adenitis (DLA) attacks, necessity of wearing elastic supports and use conservative measures post-operatively. Microsurgical multiple lymphatic-venous anastomoses allow to bring about positive results in the treatment of peripheral lymphedema, above all in early stages when tissue changes are slight and allow almost a complete restore of lymphatic drainage.

Key words: Lymphedema - Microsurgery - Pathological findings - Multiple lymphatic-venous anastomoses - Functional restore.

INTRODUCTION
Lymphedema non-responsive to conservative methods may be managed by surgical treatment. Indications include insufficient lymphedema reduction by well performed medical and physical therapy, lymphedema relapse after interruption of physical treatment, recurrent lymphangitis, intractable pain, worsening limb function, patient unsatisfied of the result obtained by non-operative methods and willing to proceed with surgical options. Microsurgical lymphatic-venous multiple lymphatic-venous anastomosis (LVA) consists in anastomosing lymphatic vessels to a collateral branch of the main vein, checking the perfect function of the valve apparatus, in order to be sure of the correct continence of the vein segment used for the anastomosis. This way, inside the venous tract there flows only lymph and not blood, avoiding any risk of thrombosis of anastomosis (1-3).

METHODS
When performing LVA, healthy appearing lymphatics found at the site of surgical operation are directly introduced together into the vein by a U-shaped stitch and then fixed to the vein cut-end by means of additional stitches between the vein border and the perilymphatic adipose tissue. With the use of Patent Blue dye, properly functioning lymphatics appear blue, and the passage of blue lymph into the vein branch verifies the patency of the lymphatic-venous anastomosis under the operating microscope when the anastomosis is completed.

For patients with lower limb lymphedema, anastomoses are performed at the sub-inguinal region. Lymphatic-lymph nodal superficial structures are isolated, and all afferent lymphatics are used for the operation. Lymph nodes are subjected to histopathologic examination. The usual finding in primary lower limb lymphedemas is a varying grade of nodal fibrosclerosis and thickening of the nodal capsule but with normal afferent lymphatic vessels.

For upper limb lymphedema, lymphatic-venous anastomoses are performed at the medium third of the volar surface of the arm, using both superficial and deep lymphatic collectors, evidenced by the blue dye. Deep lymphatics are found in between humeral artery, vein and the median nerve. The vein used for anastomoses is a patent branch of one of the humeral veins, and the technique most performed is the microsurgical one.

Primary lymphedemas largely include lymph nodal dysplasias (LAD II, according to Papendieck’s classification (4)) consisting of hypoplastic lymph nodes with sinus histiocytosis and a thick and fibrous capsule with microlymphoangiadenomato-sis. In these cases, lymph flow obstruction was apparent as seen by alterations of the afferent lymphatics which appeared dilated and swollen with thickened walls and where smooth muscle cells are reduced in number and appear fragmented by associated fibrous elements. Secondary lymphedemas are largely due to lymphadenectomy and radiotherapy performed for oncological reasons (carcinoma of the breast, uterus, penis, bladder, prostatic gland, rectum, and seminoma of epididymis), as well as for complications of minor operations for varicose veins, crural and inguinal hernias, lipomas, tendinous cysts, or axillary and inguinal lymph node biopsies.
Most of the lymphedemas treated by microsurgery in our experience were at stages IB (41%) and IIA-B (52%), while 6% were stages IIIA-B.

In all patients lymphatic and lymphnodal tissues were sent for histological assessment, together with specimen of the interstitial matrix. Diagnostic investigations consisted in venous duplex scan and lymphoscintigraphy. Results were assessed clinically by volumetry performed pre-operatively and post-operatively at 3-6 months and 1-3-5 years.

Lymphoscintigraphy, performed with 99mTc-labeled antimony sulfur colloid, is employed in the diagnostic work-up of patients with lymphedema and as a test for selecting patients for derivative microsurgical operations. Lymphoscintigraphy clearly discriminates whether or not edema was of lymphatic origin and also provides important data about the etiologic and pathophysiologic aspects of the Lymphedema. Echo Doppler is performed in all patients to identify any venous disorders possibly associated with lymphedema. In most patients, venous dysfunctions is corrected at the same time of micro-lymphatic-venous anastomoses (i.e., valve plasty in case of venous insufficiency).

RESULTS

The results obtained in managing lymphedemas at different stages was analyzed in terms of volume reduction, stability of results with time, reduction of dermo-lymphangio-adenitis (DLA) attacks, necessity of wearing elastic supports and use conservative measures post-operatively.

Volume changes showed a significant improvement, till over 80% volume reduction comparing preoperative conditions (Fig. 1). Among patients with lymphedema at earlier stages (stage I and stage II A), over 85% could progressively give up the use of conservative measures and of elastic supports (Fig. 2), and 30% of patients with late stage lymphedema (stage II B and stage III) could decrease the use of physical therapies. DLA attacks reduced of about 90%. Histological findings showed poor lymphatic and lymphnodal tissular changes in early stage lymphedemas, whilst significant fibrotic lesions were demonstrated in late stage lymphedemas.

Lymphoscintigraphy helped in verifying the patency of microanastomoses long term after operation by direct and indirect findings: reduction of dermal backflow together with the appearance of preferential lymphatic pathways not visible before microsurgery; disappearance of the tracer at the site of lymphatic-venous anastomoses due to direct tracer passage into the blood stream; and earlier liver uptake compared to pre-operative parameters (indirect patency test).

DISCUSSION

LVAs represent a means to bypass the obstacle to lymph flow through lymphatic-venous drainage (lymphatic-venous anastomoses). Combined physical therapy nonetheless represents the initial treatment of patients affected by peripheral lymphedema and it is best performed in specialized centers. The surgical timing follows completion of conservative treatment when further clinical improvement can no longer be achieved and/or recurrent lymphangitic attacks are not further reduced (5).

Microsurgical operations can then be performed and provide further improvement in the condition (6,7).

The optimal indications for lymphatic microsurgery are represented by: early stages (Ib, IIA); lymphoscintigraphy showing a low inguinal or axillary lymph nodal uptake and minimal or absent passage of the tracer beyond this proximal nodal area; excellent patient compliance; and a lymphological center where the patient can easily refer for any needs in addition to a Center of Lymphatic Surgery where the patient undergoes this specialized surgery.

At later stages (IIa and III), with absent visualization of lymphatic channels and regional lymph nodes, it is necessary to reduce the stage of the lymphedema by non-operative methods before microsurgery. After operation, it is particularly important for these
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Dear Colleagues and Friends,

The Executive Committee of the European Society of Lymphology has kindly given me the opportunity to organize the next 40th ESL Congress. It is scheduled for September 25–27, 2014 in Genoa, with the Honorary Presidency of my Mentor Prof. Corradino Campisi. I am pleased and honored to have this prestigious task. I would like to focalize the Congress on the key subject of ‘Lymphedema Primary and Secondary Prevention’. All fields of interest, from basic research to clinics, are involved: from genetics and molecular biology to anatomic aspects and epidemiological studies; from pathophysiological mechanisms and pathological findings to diagnostic and therapeutic options, also in pediatrics. I am sure that the contributions of prestigious scientists devoted to Lymphology and fruitful discussion among them and all participants in the congress will bring to the development of new strategies for primary and secondary lymphedema prevention, searching for better lymphedema patients’ quality of life. Sessions will include lectures, oral presentations, videos, posters and panel discussions.

I would like to invite you all to Genoa and also enjoy the beautiful ‘Riviera Ligure’. Genoa is called ‘La Superba’ (The Superb One) due to its glorious past and impressive landmarks. Genoa’s rich art, music, gastronomy, architecture and history allowed it to become the European Capital of Culture in 2004. Part of the old town was inscribed on the World Heritage List (UNESCO) in 2006.

I hope that the 40th ESL Congress will be an interesting meeting for all general physicians and specialists of all basic, medical and surgical areas, residents, physiotherapists, nurses and all sanitary persons interested in Lymphology.

On behalf of the European Society of Lymphology, I look forward to welcoming you to Genoa for the 40th ESL Congress.

With best regards,

Francesco Boccardo, MD, PhD
BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE BENEFITS OF NORDIC WALKING IN THE TREATMENT OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY LYMPHOEDEMA

C. GONZALEZ-CASTRO
Health Promotion Association Ipar Izarra Nordic Walking Bilbao (Bilbao-Vizcaya, Spain)
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ABSTRACT
Nordic Walking is a physical activity with several advantages over other types of aerobic exercise and has been proposed as an appropriate intervention in the management of both primary and secondary lymphoedema. It is a viable intervention to implement from a social-healthcare setting, however, there is a need for further research to determine general recommendations regarding frequency and intensity of the exercise programs depending on the severity of the lymphoedema.
Key words: Nordic Walking, lymphoedema, physical activity.

INTRODUCTION
Nordic Walking is a physical activity currently expanding in Europe and it is associated to important health benefits for healthy and vulnerable populations. It originated in Finland in the thirties as an off-season training for cross-country skiers and was later introduced in physical education lessons by Leena Jaaskelainen in 1966's also in Finland. The first specially designed NW poles were sold in the late nineties and owing to its great versatility and health benefits this discipline has gained popularity in many European countries. The traditional NW technique works the body in a balanced, fluid and symmetric way by adding a pair of specially designed poles to the natural way of walking. The poles are used to help propel the body forward preserving the natural and correct biomechanics of the normal walking pattern (Fig. 1), thus, promoting good body alignment.
Physical exercise is part of the decongestive lymphatic therapy (DLT), internationally used as a standard treatment for lymphoedema. The present article briefly explores the physiological and psychosocial benefits and implementation advantages of NW in the treatment of primary and secondary lymphoedema.

NW TO TREAT LYMPHOEDEMA
NW was found to provide physiological and psychosocial benefits in patients with secondary lymphoedema to breast cancer and has been proposed by several authors to treat lymphoedema. NW has already been successfully used as an intervention in the management of primary and secondary lymphoedema in countries such as Germany and is recommended by therapists and lymphoedema patient associations worldwide as part of a multidisciplinary approach. However, NW is still relatively unknown in southern European countries and the number of clinical studies in this area is limited.

Fig. 1
Table 1 - Potential benefits and advantages of NW in the treatment of primary and secondary lymphoedema (Adapted from Gonzalez Castro, 2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHYSIOLOGICAL BENEFITS</th>
<th>PSYCHOSOCIAL BENEFITS</th>
<th>IMPLEMENTATION ADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ✓ Full body exercise integrating upper and lower body | ✓ Low rate of perceived exertion | ✓ Sustainable activity:  
  • Social  
  • Environmentally friendly  
  • Cheap  
  ✓ Easy implementation in caring protocols |
| ✓ Increases cardiopulmonary capacity | ✓ Ease of learning |  |
| ✓ Increases upper body resistance | ✓ Easy adherence |  |
| ✓ Increases energy consumption | ✓ Increases self-esteem |  |
| ✓ Improves circulation | ✓ Reduces stress, anxiety and depression |  |
| ✓ Improves functional capacity | ✓ Social activity |  |
| ✓ Minimises overall physical deconditioning | ✓ Improves quality of life |  |

Table 1 summarises the physiological and psychological benefits and implementation advantages of NW in the treatment of primary and secondary lymphoedema.

PHYSIOLOGICAL BENEFITS

Full body exercise

The main advantage of NW over normal walking is that it is a whole body workout as it integrates the work of the upper and the lower body using all main muscular chains. The upper body is therefore activated by the use of NW poles by pushing down and backwards against the ground propelling the body forward. Increase of the cardiopulmonary capacity

It has been well established that compared to normal walking without poles at the same speed, NW increases cardiopulmonary capacity as it increases oxygen consumption and heart rate. Moreover, even when Nordic Walking at a slower pace than conventional walking without poles this results in higher oxygen uptake and heart rate. NW is therefore an ideal activity to increase aerobic capacity.

Increase of the upper body resistance

During NW the upper body works pushing through the specially designed poles in order to propel the body forward. NW therefore increases muscle tone and strength of the upper body. It is important to notice that several studies conclude that NW is a safe physical activity for those suffering from upper extremity lymphoedema. Moreover a recent randomized controlled trial in women post breast cancer treatment resulted in significantly improved upper extremity strength without exacerbation of lymphoedema after a 8 week NW intervention compared to the control group.

Increase of the energy consumption

It is well established by the literature that obesity increases the risk of suffering lymphoedema. As NW is a full body exercise it results in increased caloric expenditure when compared to walking without poles and can therefore help to prevent/control/reduce obesity.

Improvement of the circulation

During normal walking without poles the arms swing by the sides of the body. A correct NW technique on the other hand also implies closing and opening of the hand around the pole grip improving circulation, venous return and lymphatic drainage. Minimises overall physical deconditioning and improves functional capacity.

NW is a whole body aerobic exercise with physiological advantages over conventional walking without poles as it also improves upper body strength. It can aid lymphoedema patients in gaining independence in their daily life and prevent physical deconditioning and worsening of their symptoms.

PSYCHOSOCIAL BENEFITS

Low rate of perceived exertion

Although the energy expenditure during NW is higher than in conventional walking without poles, the effort is spread between the upper and the lower body and therefore the perceived exertion is lower.

Ease of learning

NW is a relatively easy activity to learn as it is based on the biomechanics of the natural conventional walking pattern and both intensity and technique may be individually adapted to the patient’s needs. Nevertheless it is important to learn the correct technique with a qualified NW Instructor.

Social activity

NW is a versatile physical activity that does not require a specific previous physical condition and owing to its low perceived exertion it is accessible to all populations, vulnerable and healthy, and across the whole life-span. Furthermore, Nordic Walking at a moderate or low speed will allow a conversation and is therefore a social activity.

Easy adherence and improved psychological status

Owing to its low perceived exertion, ease of learning and social component it is easier for patients to comply with a NW based exercise program. A study on women with secondary lymphoedema to breast cancer outlined the benefits of group exercise not only in compliance with the exercise program but also resulting in better scores for self-esteem and enjoyment.

Improves quality of life (QOL)

NW results in physiological and psychosocial benefits and therefore can potentially contribute to improve the QOL of primary and secondary lymphoedema patients.
IMPLEMENTATION ADVANTAGES

Sustainable activity

NW is a social, environmentally friendly and cheap activity as the basic equipment needed is a pair of specially designed NW poles. It can be practiced on any surface, indoors or outdoors and is suitable to all ages.

Easy implementation in caring protocols

NW has already been integrated as part of CDT in the management of lymphoedema in different European countries. It is a cheap and accessible activity to integrate in caring protocols as part of a multidisciplinary approach to treat and manage lymphoedema.

CONCLUSIONS

NW is a full body exercise with important physiological and psychosocial benefits compared to conventional walking without poles as it not only improves aerobic capacity but upper body strength and circulation. Owning to its low perceived exertion and easy implementation it is an ideal intervention for the healthcare setting. There is a need for further research to determine general recommendations regarding frequency and intensity of the exercise programs depending on the severity of the lymphoedema. Physical exercise should be implemented as an intervention in the social-healthcare setting as part of a holistic approach to manage primary and secondary lymphoedema.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Patients who undergo lymphadenectomy need advice on preventive care to avoid the development of lymphedema. (1)

Objectives: To present the School of Lymphedema Prevention after Breast cancer Surgery.

Material and Methods: Prospective observational study of the rehabilitation outpatient medical consultation assessed woman. Patients were referred from Department of Gynecologic Oncology, Oncology and Radiotherapy. (1) Preventive measures were explained individually in the first appointment, prevention standards and home exercises were delivered. If they required lymphatic drainage therapy, they were recruited for the School of Lymphedema Prevention. A monthly meeting was organized up to 14 people. It was opened to patients and one family member was allowed. We informed about what the lymphedema is, how to prevent and treat it. Then, we established a roundtable where patients could express their worries and concerns. At the end of each session, a satisfaction survey was given. Material Resources: meeting room, computer, projector and roundtable. Human resources: rehabilitation physician and skilled physiotherapist.

Results: A total of 27 meetings were conducted from 17 March 2010 until 20 March 2013 and 184 people attended to School of Lymphedema Prevention. The survey showed high degree of satisfaction.

Conclusions: School of Lymphedema Prevention focuses on training and educating patients at risk of developing lymphedema or suffering from lymphedema and its families. Emphasis is on prevention, promotion of autonomy and activities of daily living, psychological and emotional support and reducing waiting list.

Key Words: lymphedema, prevention, rehabilitation, mastectomy, school, education.

INTRODUCTION

Lymphedema is a chronic swelling of a body part and often the unintended consequence of cancer surgery and/or radiation. (1) Since the introduction of Combined Decongestive Therapy, the medical community has been capable of offering effective treatment. Lymphedema therapists and educators have realized about the importance of patient education in the prevention and management of this condition. Unfortunately, as there is no “cure”, the long term maintenance inevitably becomes the responsibility of the patient. (2)

The aim of creating the School of postmastectomy Lymphedema Prevention was to prevent the onset of lymphedema or to slow its progression in postmastectomized women who had underwent lymphadenectomy associated or not to radiation therapy (1,2). In our hospital, the school was established as innovative and specifically to meet the demands and expectations of these women, providing the closest possible attention and tailored to their needs.

OBJECTIVE

Our aim is to present our School of Lymphedema Prevention after Breast cancer Surgery.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

It is a prospective observational study of the rehabilitation outpatient medical consultation assessed woman. Patients were referred from Department of Gynecologic Oncology, Oncology, Radiotherapy and others. Preventive measures were explained individually in the first appointment, prevention standards and home exercises were delivered. (3,4,5,6,7,8,9) If patients required lymphatic drainage...
therapy, they were recruited for the School of Lymphedema Prevention. A monthly meeting is organized up to 14 people. It is opened to patients and one family member is allowed. We inform about what the lymphedema is, how to prevent and treat it. Then, we establish a roundtable where patients can express their worries and concerns. At the end of each session, they are given a satisfaction survey. (Table 1)

*Material Resources*: meeting room, computer, projector and roundtable.

*Human Resources*: rehabilitation physician and skilled physiotherapist.

**RESULTS**

A total of 27 meetings were conducted from 17 March 2010 until 20 March 2013, 184 people attended to School of Lymphedema Prevention.

The survey showed high degree of satisfaction (Fig. 1). They had the opportunity to learn the basic anatomy and physiology of the lymphatic system to understand better the risks and also their own condition. Subjectively, they were more willing to make the commitment, to learn and to implement self-care techniques.

**DISCUSSION**

Secondary lymphedema after surgery for breast cancer that involved dissection of axillary lymph nodes is a complication of the patients. In order to this, emphasis should be placed on prevention. Early physiotherapy with educational strategy was associated with a lower risk. Nonetheless, most of the studies showed that women were not adequately informed after surgery and/or radiation therapy. Our team has implemented an educational strategy for the patients at risk of developing lymphedema and also for those who have already developed. Our aim was to improve care quality, avoid further complications and to reduce more individualized physiotherapy treatments, so that we could manage in a better way our public resources. We believe that our study shows evidence of high degree of satisfaction and commitment for using self-care measures. Unfortunately, there is no data of the decrease development of secondary lymphedema due to different particular criterion for diagnosing a measuring lymphedema. In other hand, the fact of including patients relatives could increase the participation in the program as a feed-back or external support. Nowadays, we are developing a more complete educational program which will include combined aerobic, stretching and resistance training exercises.

| Do you think what you learned in the workshop will help you to prevent the development of lymphedema? | Absolutely | Not really | Absolutely not |
| Do you think what you learned in the workshop will help you to take care of yourself? | | | |
| Do you believe that your self-esteem, self assessment and view of your self are better after the workshop? | Very suitable | Suitable | Not very suitable |
| What do you think about the place where the workshop took place? | | | |
| What do you think about the schedule? | Very interesting | Interesting | Not very interesting |
| What do you think about the length of the workshop? | | | |
| In general terms, what do you think about the workshop? | | | |
| Rate your satisfaction level (0-10) | | | |

![Figure 1](image-url)
CONCLUSIONS

The School of Lymphedema Prevention focuses on training and educating patients at risk of developing lymphedema or suffering from lymphedema and its families. Emphasis is on prevention, promotion of autonomy and activities of daily living, psychological and emotional support.
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Dear colleagues,

Although I have read with interest the paper by Olszewski et al entitled “Hydraulics of tissue fluid during pneumatic compression in lymphedema of lower limbs” (1), I am raising many questions and objections to the methodology, results and conclusions that the same authors give in their other articles entitled “Lymphoscintigraphy of lymph flow and tissue fluid flow during intermittent pneumatic massage of lower limbs with obstructive lymphedema” (2), “Where do lymph tissue fluid flow during intermittent pneumatic massage of lower limbs with obstructive lymphedema?” (3) and “Pathways of lymph and tissue fluid flow during intermittent pneumatic massage of lower limbs with obstructive lymphedema” (4):

“Minor problems”

1) With regard to and in contradiction to the titles provided, at least one of the six patients of whom they show pictures of has no obstructive oedema. Indeed, the patient in figure 2 presents lymphatic vascular lesion at the level of the calf with vascular lymphatic reflux and “dermal backflow” but no intra-abdominal blockade (iliac nodes are visualised) as other patients’ figures show.

2) In their “patients” paragraph of their “material and methods”, they write that their patients had “diagnosis of one lower limb”. Unfortunately, at least one shown in figure 5 is reported to have (obviously) “lymphedema of both lower limbs”. Additionally, it would have been important to precise how many patients had primary and secondary lower limbedemas.

3) In their “lymphoscintigraphic staging paragraph of their “material and methods”, they write that they staged II patients with “no iliac lymphatics”. I do not understand then how they can include in their series and analyze the pictures of their patient’s figure 2 where iliac lymph nodes are clearly seen.

4) In their “Lymphoscintigraphy technique” paragraph of their “material and methods”, they report that they injected 3 mCi of 99mTc HSA nanocolloids. But they performed three injections per foot: does it mean, either that they injected 9 mCi per foot, or that they performed 3 injections of 1 mCi per injection? Can they also precise which was the activity of 99mTc-O4 injected in the vial of Nanocoll, which was the volume of reconstitution, which volumes were injected in the interdigital spaces and in the sole and which volume and activity represent the “1/10th of the Nanocoll dose” they used for their “lymphoscintigraphy of skin and subcutis of hypogastrium”?

“Major problems”

5) In their “lymphoscintigraphic staging” and “Lymphoscintigraphy technique” paragraphs of their “material and methods”, there is one contradiction. In the 1st, they report “inguinal nodes… appearing 2 hours after isotope injection” and in the 2nd, they write that “Imaging was performed… immediately after isotope injection”. I have the experience that intradermal injections can give very fast and important visualisation of the lymphatic system of the lower limbs (5) but I am somewhat astonished by the pictures shown and reported as obtained “immediately after isotope injection”.

Prof. PIERRE BOURGEOIS, MD, PhD
Head of Clinic,
Service of Nuclear Medicine,
Past President of the European Society of Lymphology,
Institut Jules Bordet,
Université Libre de Bruxelles,
121, Bd de Waterloo,
B-1000, Brussels, Belgium,
Tel.: 32-2-5413276
Fax: 32-2-5413224
Mail: pierre.bourgeois@bordet.be
Were their lymphoscintigraphies obtained 2 hours after injections or/and immediately after injection? If all their lymphoscintigraphies were obtained 2 hours after injections (see following point 6 and 7), I would understand partly some of the problems I have with the analysis of the figures presented by the authors (see point 13).

6) The authors also report that “lymphoscintigraphy was carried out in each patient in two sessions: the first without pneumatic massage and the second days later following a 45 minutes limb pneumatic massage”. Does it mean that they used different timings to perform their lymphoscintigraphies (2 hours after injections for the “first session without pneumatic massage”) and “immediately after injection” (? “days later following limb pneumatic massage”)?

7) Finally, my two previous points raise one important methodological question for which I do not find the answer in their methods. In order to demonstrate the effect of pneumatic massage on the lymphoscintigraphic movements of the isotope, the authors compare pictures obtained “BEFORE” and “AFTER” but to which pictures do they then refer? I can see two logical possibilities (but I am not sure that they cover what they did):

a) the lymphoscintigraphies obtained during the 1st session without pneumatic massage are the BEFORE ones and the lymphoscintigraphies obtained “days later” during the 2nd session “following a 45 minutes limb pneumatic massage” are the AFTER ones? If it is the case, I would then raise the problem of the reproducibility of their imagings related to differences in the intradermal injections (“pure” or not), in the timings after injections (2 hours with or without additional application of 45 minutes of pneumatic massage? Or only 45 minutes immediately after the isotope injection?), in the physical activities of their subjects between the injection and the imagings,…

b) the other possibility (?) is (would have been) more methodologically correct: they have (?) compared lymphoscintigraphies BEFORE (immediately after injections?) and AFTER 45 minutes of pneumatic massaging BUT on lymphoscintigraphies obtained the same day.

8) Further in the same “Lymphoscintigraphic technique” paragraph of their “material and methods”, they write that they “evaluated” “the surface area” “of the inguinal lymph nodes (LN) of both limbs”. But:

a) On their figures 2 and 3, iliac lymph nodes can be visualized and on their figure 7 the lombo-aortic LN too. Were these iliac and lombo-aortic lymph nodes included in their surface area evaluation?

b) Additionally, their evaluation method is a somewhat unusual approach in the Nuclear Medicine world. What is seen (“the surface”) is related to the activities in the lymph nodes but “the surface” (in pixels, surface units for the nuclear medicine imagings) will depend on the thresholds used to delineate the structures. With regard to one of the aims of their work (the demonstration of the lymph fluid movements after pneumatic massage), it has also to be reminded that the radiocolloids in the lymphatic vessels are taken up by and accumulated in the lymph nodes. The “surface” of the lymph nodes may not change after pneumatic massage but the activity might increase and be the sign that lymphatic contents have been pushed in these LN by pneumatic massage. Why did they not analyze the changes in the activities (in counts per area) at the level of the oedematous limbs “before/after” pneumatic compression?

9) They also write at the end of the “Lymphoscintigraphy technique” paragraph of their “material and methods” that they analyzed the ratio of these surfaces against the “contralateral normal extremity”. What happened for the patient with bilateral oedema?

10) In their “Statistical evaluation” paragraph of their “material and methods”, they write that they used Student’s T-test. Do they perform paired or unpaired T-test?

11) From a methodological point of view, I do not understand very well why they analyzed “ratio oedematous/normal limb”. Why did they not analyze the changes of their “surfaces” at the level of the oedematous limbs “before/after” the application of pneumatic compression? In fact, I understand only such an analysis “ratio oedematous/normal limb” if the protocol of the authors corresponds to the possibility previously raised at point 7) a)… with the corresponding critics.

12) In their “Lymphoscintigraphic evaluation of lymph and tissue flow in the massaged limb” paragraph of their “results”, they write “After massage in stage II (Fig. 2) and some cases of stage III (Fig. 3)” … "the tracer" … "flowed" … "to" … “retro-peritoneal space”. I disagree completely with their interpretation of their Figures 2 and 3. What are seen are iliac lymph nodes but no iliac lymphatic vessels (and no non-vascular “spaces”).

13) I also have many problems and disagree completely with their interpretation of the following pictures:

a) Figure 2:

Their right-sided anterior and posterior whole body scans are “said” AFTER (pneumatic massage) and they show limited lymphatic extravasations at the mid part of the right calf BUT their left-sided anterior and posterior whole body scans reported as BEFORE (pneumatic massage) show left popliteal nodes that would have (??) disappeared (??) AFTER pneumatic massage on the right limb. It is not possible. Lymph nodes with radiocolloid accumulation in their reticulo-endothelial component donot disappear.

Additionally, on these BEFORE pneumatic massage whole body scans, there is one extensive dermal backflow
Legend figure 1:
Woman 41 years old, with the diagnosis of carcinoma of the cervix uteri in 09/2005, operated in 01/2006 (Wertheim) followed by radiotherapy in 07/2006, with –thereafter- edema at the level of the pubis and of upper and inner part of the left thigh THEN bilateral, upper and inner part of the thighs THEN in 05/2007 with extension of the edema to the abdominal wall.

On these anterior whole body scan imagings obtained in 09/2008, lymphatic vascular reflux can be seen after our phase 2 (5 minutes of bilateral tiptoeing) from the right inguinal nodes toward the inner part of the right thigh (arrow 1), toward the external part of the right buttock (arrow 2) but also toward the right abdominal wall (arrow 3). After a walking of one hour (phase 3), lymphatic reflux toward and in the superficial lymphatic collateralisation networks can be seen at the level of the inner and upper parts of both thighs (arrows 4), at the level of the inferior abdominal wall (arrows 5), of the pelvic area (arrows 6), also with bilateral faint visualisation of axillary nodes (arrows 7) (proof that the lymph can spontaneously flow through the abdominal wall and cross the « Sappey’s » line).
Legend figure 2:
Same woman as in figure 1 but these anterior whole body scan imagings were obtained in 02/2012. Lymphatic vascular reflux are now seen after our phase 2 (5 minutes of bilateral tiptoeing) bilaterally from the inguinal nodes toward the inner part of the right thigh, toward the external part of the right buttock (arrow 1) but also toward the right abdominal wall (arrow 3). After a walking of one hour (phase 3), lymphatic reflux toward and in the superficial lymphatic collateralisation networks can be seen more extensive at the level of the external part of the right buttock (arrows 2), at the level of the inferior abdominal wall, of the pelvic area but now more clearly than in 2008 in right and left axillary nodes (arrows 3).
at the level of the mid part of the right calf (and may be also at the level of the foot) that would have (??) disappeared (??) AFTER pneumatic massage (??). That is also completely incredible. I would accept the reverse situation: limited lymphatic extravasation at the mid part of the right calf that would evolve towards extensive dermal backflow at the same level.

It therefore seems to me, either that their presentation (BEFORE-AFTER) and interpretation are erroneous, or that these pictures raise the question of the reproducibility of their imagings in the framework of their methodological protocol.

b) Figure 3:
What is their interpretation of the foci of activity seen on their AFTER anterior whole body scans in the left part of the abdomen? In my experience, such foci of activity may represent “in transit” lymph nodes on collateralisation pathways.

c) Figure 4:
The authors analyze “the faint outline in the thigh” as “No lymphatics”. I disagree, since this faint activity is in “lymphatics”.

d) Figure 5:
The authors analyze what they observe on their BEFORE whole body scans at the level of the thigh “as isotope” … “in tissues subcutaneous spaces”. I disagree since these are “lymphatic vessels” reaching on both sides the inferior parts of the inguinal areas.

Additionally, I am quite sure that on their AFTER anterior whole body scan, the small area of activity seen on the right side near the bladder activity is one lymph node.

e) Figure 6:
Their right-sided anterior and posterior whole body scans are “said” AFTER (pneumatic massage) and they show intradermal injection in the left lower abdominal quadrant: why?

Their left-sided anterior and posterior whole body scans are reported as BEFORE (pneumatic massage) results (with arrows showing lymphatic vessels not at the level of the right calf but above the level of the knee, at the level of the thigh). Again, these pictures, either raise the question of the reproducibility of their imagings in the framework of their methodological protocol, or they are completely incredible and for the following reasons:

1) Again, left popliteal nodes are well and better seen on the BEFORE anterior and posterior views than AFTER pneumatic massage applied on the other limb?? (see comments for fig 3.)
2) Left ilio-lumbo-aortic nodes can also be seen on the anterior and posterior views and they would have disappeared after pneumatic massage.

3) Liver activity is additionally seen on the anterior and posterior views and it would have disappeared after pneumatic massage (the liver is taken up and accumulating the colloids reaching the systemic circulation).

I would accept the reverse situation but, as for their Figure 2 interpretation, I think that it is wrong. With regard to their injection in the left lower abdominal quadrant, they write in their results that “there was minimal radial spread of the isotope from the site of injection”. It think that it is wrong: it may be a simple artefactual “star-dust” effect well known by experienced isotopists, one effect that can be observed on the distal part of their anterior whole body scans above the sites of injection in the feet of their patients in Fig. 2 (after one), Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 (before ones).

f) “there was no flow to…the gluteal region” BUT at least on their Figure 2 after and their Figure 5 after, lymphatic activity is seen in the external part of the left buttocks at the level of the bladder activity.

I also have many problems and completely disagree with some of the authors' conclusions in their discussion:

a) the “information” that “pneumatic compression of the lower limb pushed isotope in lymph in the remnant lymphatics and tissue fluid in the interstitial space toward the inguinal region and femoral canal” is not supported by their results, at least by the pictures presented in Figures 2, 5 and 6.

b) “the isotope injected intradermally in the hypogastrium did not spread during both manual and pneumatic drainage to the upper and contralateral quadrants”. I accept the sentence but I raise the following remarks:

1) it is based on only five cases, three who were staged II and two who were staged IV

2) in two patients, they report drainage towards inguinal nodes (staged II?), which can be normally expected in such situations and in fact excludes drainage to the upper and contralateral quadrants

3) based on my experience, such intradermal injections are useful in patients staged III or IV (according to their proposal of classification

4) their ten minutes of massage (how was it performed?) might have been insufficient to show lymphatic drainage and

5) “1/10th of the Nanocoll dose” (activity and volume not specified) may have been insufficient as to give one adequate image.

c) they also write that their study provide the “information” that “no isotope filling fluid channels crossing the inguinal crease or running toward the gluteal area was visualized” and “there was no isotope flow either in lymphatics or in tissue fluid to the hypogastrium”. Again (and apart my remark 13.f) I accept the sentence but I raise the following remarks:

1) it is true for their 15 patients and

2) it is true only with their imaging protocol.

All my colleagues performing lymphoscintigraphies for instance in women after Wertheim and irradiation for gynaecological cancer and who present with pre-pubic oedema and/or oedema of the magna labia would be able to show pictures of lymphatic dermal backflow in the lower part of the abdomen (see Figures 1 and 2).

Additionally and as shown by our figures 3 to 6 (presented in previous ESL scientific meetings), with intradermal injection at the level of the external part of the buttock (figures 3 to 6) and/or at the level of the “hypogastrium” (figure 4; left side), it is easily possible (sometimes without any manual “lymphatic” massage) to demonstrate vascular lymphatic collaterals from the external part of the buttock:

a) reaching iliac lymph nodes above one inguinal area without any lymph node (Figure 3),

b) flowing anteriorly through the homolateral inguinal area toward the mid line, crossing the mid line prepubic, delineating the left magna labia and reaching the heterolateral inguinal nodes (Figure 4),

c) flowing posteriorly through the homolateral abdominal wall and reaching the homolateral lumbo-aortic nodes (Figure 5: same patient as for figure 4),

d) flowing anteriorly from the left “hypogastrium” toward the mid line, descending along the scar, crossing the mid line prepubic (just in front of the urinary bladder activity) and reaching the heterolateral right inguinal nodes (Figure 6).

I do have a great respect for past works carried out by Olszewski’s group and I cited him frequently for instance during past European Society of Lymphology meetings but, in the present situation, their work (and these papers) cannot be accepted as a scientific reference, at least with regard to their lymphoscintigraphic methodology, interpretation of their
imagings and their related conclusions for pneumatic massage.

To be positive and in order to face the questions raised by the authors, I would have proposed to carry out the following protocols (which could be realized by the same group or by another group):

a) perform days apart two sets of lymphoscintigraphies in the same patients, the 1st 45 minutes after injection and without pneumatic massaging and the 2nd 45 minutes after injection and with pneumatic massaging directly applied after injections,

b) perform days apart four sets of lymphoscintigraphies in the same patients, during the 1st session image your patients 45 minutes and 90 minutes after injection and without pneumatic massaging and during the 2nd session image your patients again 45 minutes and 90 minutes after injection but with pneumatic massaging being applied between the 1st and the 2nd imaging.

Additionally, I would invite the readers interested by the problem to go and read my article “Proposal of (practical and fundamental) guidelines (and information) for those who wish to report (and/or to interpret/analyse) lymphoscintigraphic investigations (“The devil is in the details”)” that will be published in the European Journal of Lymphology and related Problems and also on the European Society of Lymphology Web Site.
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LINFOROLL: A NEW DEVICE FOR LYMPHŒDEMA TREATMENT. PRELIMINARY EXPERIENCE
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ABSTRACT
The study born from the need to use a therapeutic methods scientifically correct and reproducible consisting in an equipment dedicated to the lymph drainage in which the physical parameters to be used, operator dependent, can be universally standardized. In the study were enrolled 86 patients suffering from primary and secondary lymphedema. After the treatment the AA observed a medium decrease of 22% of circumference of limbs and a medium decrease of 72% of tonometric parameters. The study demonstrated the effectiveness of the device and the availability according to the EBM.

Key words: Lymph drainage. Evidence based medicine.

INTRODUCTION
Manual lymph drainage is one of the most important elements of complex physical decongestive treatment recommended by the guidelines of the most important scientific societies dedicated to this field (1,2,3). The technique has a therapeutic etiologic effect and not symptomatic, as it promotes the absorption of the protein component present in the extracellular space, which is typical of the forms of lymphatic edema as of primary than of secondary kinds. The same proteins that stagnate in the interstitium promote the stimulation by the fibroblasts of the production of collagen fibers and sclerosis; this confers to the lymphatic edema the characteristic of early increase in the consistency of the tissue and consequent partial clinic irreversibility (1,5,6,12,13).

Manual lymph drainage, in its various proposed techniques, consists of a series of manual maneuvers, with pressure, that the operator performs on the tissues by means a logical and precoded sequence in the various districts, with the aim of relieving the pressure on the treated area (1,2,3,4,5,6,14). However, just because the technique is performed by the physiotherapist is strongly “operator-dependent” and may differ execution, also important, not easily verifiable. For this reason it is very difficult to standardize this therapeutic tool, at least as understood until today which leads to a difficult objective on the part of health systems insurance, public or private, that have difficulty recognizing a proven scientific technique itself, and this despite the evidence of clinical findings, although always positive variables.

The need to use therapeutic methods scientifically correct and reproducible pushed to manufacture an equipment, named “Linforoll”, dedicated to the lymph drainage in which the physical parameters to be used, operator dependent, can be universally standardized. This fact in the view of compliance with the current concepts of EBM. Manual techniques commonly used today, are too subjective and operator dependent: so not universally standardized (8).

MATERIALS
Linforoll consists of a roller magnetically applied to a handpiece which is connected with a computerized system containing a program that transmits in real time the pressures exerted by the roller on the same underlying tissues. The device is calibrated so that the ideal pressure to be exerted is positioned about 60 millimeters of mercury, and provides, through lighting systems of “alarm”, any reduction or excess pressure that differ from those set as optimal. for each clinical case must be performed at least 10 sessions (with a variable time per session variable between 20’ and 45’).

When the pressure is included from fifty and sixty millimeters of mercury you can see a green light on the device. Any excess of pressure that differs from those set as optimal promote a red on the device light. Any reduction pressure that differs from those set as optimal promote a yellow light.

Before to start the first therapeutical session it’s mandatory to fill all the patients’ data (diagnosis and reason for the treatment), weight, height, cirtometric and tonometric emphasis and stadiation (9,10,11). In the second work session, by choosing “new session”, it’s possible directly go on the patient’s profile. At the end of sessions cycle, it’s possible to make the final measurements on patient. Regarding the history, all the most important aspects must be filled and, in particular, the cause that initially determined lymphoedema. The grading and BMI will be automatically calculated. After must enter cirtometric data related to the right limb and the left limb (pre stands for before treatment) (Fig. 1) (8,9).
After the operator enters all the tonometric data of the right limb and left limb, up to 5 seconds or 3 minutes before to start the treatment.
Then can be included in the program, limb circumferences at several levels so that the device, automatically, can calculate the limb volume using the formula of the truncated cone volume, pre and post treatment. It’s also possible put in the program a picture of the patient before the treatment and at the end of therapy. In this way is stored in the program also visual images for a patient monitoring in time (Fig. 1).
In the study were enrolled 86 patients suffering from primary and secondary lymphedema, 38 male and 48 female, located in the lower limbs, upper limbs, external genitals and face, both unilateral and bilateral, aged between 2 to 80 years old. The AA. divided patients homogeneously in two groups: group A which was treated with linforoll and elastic compression and group B treated by usual manual lymphatic drainage and elastic compression.
The inclusion criteria were represented by primary non syndromic lymphoedema and secondary lymphoedema. Exclusion criteria were: cardiac failure, hepatic failure, arterial hypertension and particular psychiatric problems to clinical judgement.
The treatment consisted of 10 sessions, five days a week for two consecutive weeks. The sessions lasted from twenty-five to forty-five minutes. The protocol was variable, depending on the clinical stage and location of the oedema. The pressures were between fifty and sixty millimetres of mercury. The AA. considered the volume of the limbs, the tissue texture and range of motion of the major joints of the limbs.
The program provides a series of coded sequential steps that include the preparation of lymph node stations along the limb and the treatment, area by area, of all areas of treated anatomical region, both for the upper limbs and for the lower limbs.
At the end of the treatment it is performed a multilayer bandage inelastic on the anatomical area concerned as for the traditional treatment protocols.
The pressure exerted by the operator that rotates the roller on the skin surface of the patient must be constant. This was possible by observing the LED positioned on the handpiece, which must always show a green light, throughout the rolling maneuver.

During the maneuvers should not be produced pain or redness of the skin.
The study aims to examine the volume of the anatomical region affected by edema and the tissular consistency. The values are recorded at baseline and after 10 sessions of drainage. The volume is calculated automatically by means of a computerized processing based on the formula for the volume of a truncated cone, based on the detection of the circumferences of limbs affected by edema. The tissue consistency should be detected at the same levels of the measurements of the circumferences of the limb (with the tonometer) with the foresight to detect mainly in correspondence of the anatomical areas in which clinically is more increased the local consistency.

RESULTS
At the end of treatment from the point of view of the medium circumferences of limbs we observed a substantial positive result in the two groups, with slight better results of group “A” in decreasing the average volume (19% decrease of volume in group A, 16,5% in group B – Fig. 2). Related results were obtained as concerned the tonometry that showed a discrete average reduction of consistency of tissue in relation to the initial conditions (Decrease of 9,5% of tonometric value respect to the basal in group A, 7,8% in Group B – Fig. 3).
The same recovery of range of motion in the main joints of limbs in the two groups was practically coinciding (about 50% of increase of ROM in the interested Joint after treatment – Fig. 4).
The study examined also the effect of lymphatic transport by linforoll by observing the modifications of the lymphoscintigrafic find, pre-treatment and post-treatment. as is evident in this upper treated limb clinical (Fig. 5) in which, after treatment, appears proximal lymph nodes, not visible in basic conditions.
The same results were observed in the examination of lower limbs (Fig. 6), before and after the treatment. It’s possible to see the reduction of dermal back flow of ankle, the appearance of a collateral pathway in the left inguinal region and the appearance of right popliteal lymph nodes.
This is a clear demonstration of the etiologic effect of the device in clinical application.

Fig. 1 - Data recording after patient treatment with Linforoll.

Fig. 2 - Reduction of limb measurement after group A and B.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This preliminary study testify the effectiveness of the device and the availability according to the Evidence Based Medicine. In conclusion linforoll showed an important efficacy and effectiveness, an easy running practice and avoiding excessive reliance on operator skills.

An additional utility of linforoll is represented by the possibility to determine the volume of limb in each time of treatment, permitting an univocal interpretation of data obtained after the treatment, otherwise not possible with common manual measurement solutions.

The time of treatment is totally coinciding with the manual lymphatic drainage (this, too operator-depending)\(^{(15,16,17)}\). The clinical results between the two methods are about coinciding, but linforoll is more and more in line with the evidence based medicine, allowing standardization of parameters used during the treatment and permitting data salvage, useful in comparing results both after each treatment, and between different sessions\(^{(18)}\).

In the next steps the AA will consider the patients compliance, the operator feedback, possible collateral effects on patients (still today nothing), collateral effects on the operator, causes of possible stop to the treatment, best results on volume decrease (if in primary or secondary kind of lymphoedema), the operator’s applied energy (very interesting data) and the total energy applied during the total cycle of treatment.
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patients to be followed closely to improve the clinical outcome and maintain the short-term operative results for the long term. In case of poor patient compliance, the results may be unsatisfactory. Relative contraindications to lymphatic microsurgery are represented by cases of lymphatic-lymph nodal aplasia (extremely rare), diffuse metastatic disease, and advanced stage (III B) not responsive to conservative therapy. Traditional debulking operations are presently less utilized to treat lymphedema except in cases of late stage lymphedema to reduce skin folds after marked edema reduction obtained by conservative physical and microsurgical methods; in body regions relatively inaccessible to effective compression such as the genitalia; in advanced lymphatic filariasis at times combined with lymphatic-venous or nodal-venous anastomosis in the setting of widely dilated lymphatic channels; and in localized lipolymphedema associated with massive obesity and forced immobility. Nowadays, debulking technique are performed by minimally invasive surgical approach (Liposuction according to H. Brorson and regulated fibro-lipo-lympho-aspiration with lymph vessel sparing technique according to CC. Campisi). In recent years, both primary and secondary peripheral lymphedemas are becoming better understood and more manageable problems with increased awareness and early detection. Nonetheless, apparent non-operative measures are aimed at minimizing morbidity without removing the cause of the underlying disturbance. Microsurgical LVA operations can restore lymphatic drainage, both in the short and long term, and the best results are obtained when these surgical procedures are combined with physical rehabilitative methods. Finally, we recently proposed the use of lymphatic-venous anastomoses for primary prevention of arm lymphedema, performing anastomoses at the same time of axillary lymphnodal dissection for breast cancer treatment (Lymphatic Microsurgical Preventive Healing Approach – LyMPHA) (Fig. 3-6). This technique was used also for preventing lower limb secondary lymphedema for vulvar carcinoma and melanoma of the trunk (Fig. 7-9).

Fig. 3 - LyMPHA technique for surgical prevention of arm lymphedema in axillary nodal dissection for breast cancer. This technique proved to represent the only surgical preventive procedure.

Fig. 4, 5 - Surgical pictures of LyMPHA technique. Multiple LVA is performed after completion of axillary nodal dissection to avoid upper limb lymphatic closure and maintain a proper arm lymphatic flow.

Fig. 6 - Bilateral axillary nodal dissection associated to LyMPHA technique to prevent secondary arm lymphedema.
Fig. 7 - LyMPHA technique for surgical prevention of leg lymphedema in inguinal nodal dissection for vulvar cancer, trunk melanoma, penis carcinoma, etc. This technique proved to represent an effective surgical strategy to prevent iatrogenic lymphatic obstruction.

Fig. 8 - Surgical pictures of LyMPHA technique. Multiple LVA is performed after completion of inguinal nodal dissection to avoid lower limb lymphatic closure and maintain a proper leg lymphatic flow.

Fig. 9 - Indocyanine Green Lymphography by Photodynamic Eye technique demonstrate the patency of multiple LVA.
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